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In order to study" information functions associated to the Mixmaster diagonal type IX model we need to find a suitable family of probability distributions that describe the statistical behaviour of the orbits. The chaotic properties of the system 1 )-3) are usually described by evolving the model towards the initial singularity and by finding the distribution J.l(z) = [(1 + z)ln2]-1 giving the asymptotic probability p(z, From the relationship6) nCX::lnllnAtl we see that n can be related to the synchronous time t and the singularity is located at n=oo. From Refs. 2) and 7) A is the trace of the momentum tensor of the model during the Kasner stages of the evolution. An interpretation of z can also be given: It is related to the direction of the orbit of the system inside Misner's equipotential walls.*)
Due to a symmetry of the problem all distributions compatible with this system must be peaked towards z=o (e.g., J.l(0) > J.l(z), z >0). Any initial distribution J.lo satisfying this condition also fulfils a hypothesis in Szusz theorem requiring J.lo to be a-Lipschitz. Consequently the family J.ln discussed, n?:l, will indeed be generated from all J.lo compatible with the Mixmaster model (where ;\ depends only on a). Another remark that should be made is the compatibility of J.ln under the evolution of average values of measurable functions: <¢>n+1=<T¢>n where <¢>n=J¢(Z)J.ln(z)dz.
Consider an experiment whose outcomes belong to a finite family ,;={Ai} and have probability peA;). The information function defined over these outcomes '*) In Misner's approach 2 ) the pair CA, z) can be used to parametrize the pair of canonical momehta ofthe model during Kasner stages. 7 ) c. Francisco (1) gives a quantitative measure of how unexpected the outcome is. 8 ) The average information of the experiment is (2) We want to perform measurements on the Mixmaster model in order to determine the average information for obtaining-Kasner configurations as outcomes that is, the information about directions of the orbit in Misner's Hamiltonian treatment. Since the distributions /-In, /-l are continuous we might consider extending (2) to objects like -f /-l(z)ln/-l(z). However integrals of this kind are not necessarily positive, not necessarily finite and not always interpretable as average information. Define the following average: 12 ) In summary during the evolution towards the singularity the I-dimensional approximation given by the Poincare map gets better while HD, related to the number of parameters needed to specify points on sets, undergoes a monotonic decrease.
